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The cereal category continues to experience difficult conditions such as range rationalisation and the growing 

influence of ‘traditional cereal’ alternatives. Moreover, all of this is happening in a declining category which has seen 

£51.8m worth of sales value disappear (Kantar 52 w/e 11 October 2016). This quarter, we look at brands’ multi-

channel investment to support NPD, the rise of on-the-go breakfasts and amplifying on-pack promotions. 

bringing special additions to breakfast 

 

busy bodies need breakfast on the go 

on pack promotion

Focusing on the wide range of flavours and ingredients 

shoppers can enjoy is a move many brands are adopting in 

a bid to satisfy shoppers’ growing expectations of a variety 

of nutritious and tasty breakfast options (Mintel, 2016). This 

quarter, Weetabix launched it’s ‘Weetabix Additions’ range; 

combining fruits with their classic wheat biscuits. To 

maximise awareness and drive shoppers to aisle, Weetabix 

covered an array of touchpoints along the shopper journey 

including at home, front of store, fixture and secondary 

space ensuring shoppers kept the new product top of mind. 

Brands can take note of how Weetabix’ multi-channel media 

investment increased awareness and visibility at launch to 

steal share in a fiercely contested category. 
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Whilst ‘traditional’ cereals fall victim to range rationalisation, on-the-

go breakfast drinks have benefited from increased shelf space 

(The Grocer, 2017). Satisfying retailer, brand and shopper needs; 

this format commands noticeably higher average prices per kilo 

and addresses the fact 1/10 breakfasts are now eaten on the go 

(Kantar Worldpanel, 2016). Established cereal brands such as 

Weetabix and Quaker Oats are joined by smaller breakfast brands 

such as Fuel 10K- (up 44.7% to £2.8m- Nielsen, 2016). Fuel’s 

distinctive black packaging and bold branding achieves great 

saliency – important for smaller brands. As shoppers are still 

getting used to this bottled breakfast format, brands should 

leverage a range of shopper media to drive trial. 
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Running on-pack competitions is a great way of adding an 

incentive for shoppers to select your brand over another. 

Quaker Oats leverages fully-branded shelf dividers in Co-Op 

to catch shoppers’ attention. Utilising shopper media in aisle 

ensures that new shoppers are aware of the chance to win a 

space-themed trip to Florida. Of course, the branded 

opportunities at fixture in each retailer vary significantly so 

branding on pack should be prominent and more importantly 

combined with pre-aisle media for awareness, an aspect that 

Ready Brek could improve on to ensure maximum visibility. 
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the Super Six: retailer comparison 

When comparing the cereal aisle in a similar timeframe in the Super Six a few observations can be made:  

 

In such a busy category, creating stand out on shelf is pivotal. In Morrisons and Tesco, aisle fins were deployed to 

communicate two forms of messaging: price-led and new product-led. This not only attracts shoppers to the fixture, it 

also does an effective job of signposting your brand. Key brands have done well to be part of a category-wide 

promotion in Asda, in which the retailer has used floor stickers to inform shoppers of the deal – a media otherwise 

unavailable to brands. Meanwhile in Waitrose, the red and white price tickets do not stand out immediately. In retailers 

like this, disruptive packaging is crucial.  Special K’s distinctive branding with pale coloured packaging and a large red 

‘K’ ensures it is noticed immediately in Sainsbury’s, which like Waitrose, has limited branding opportunities for brands 

at fixture.  

 

key learnings 

1. Cover all bases – having a range of media for shoppers to engage with or, that increases chances of the 

shopper noticing the brand at multiple points across their path to purchase drives awareness which in turn can 

increase conversion. 

2. Stand out to sell out – distinctive packaging and effective media choices at fixture provide reason for 

shoppers to stop and notice your brand. As space for traditional cereal reduces, ensuring noticeability on shelf 

continues to be a massive factor in the cereal wars. 
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